Data fusion is the process of combining multiple sources of information to produce better results compared to using the source individually. This paper applies the idea of data fusion to semantic image retrieval, which combines the ranking scores between ontology based and keyword based semantic image retrieval model. Although the evaluation shows that the overall performance of the ontology based model is higher than that of the keyword based model, the results analysis reveals that the performance of ontology based model is in direct relation with the implicit information relies within the query and annotation text. If the annotation contains less meaningful information, the ontology based method performs very poorly, thus affecting the relevancy of semantic chromosomes. This further affects the performance of the similarity measure and the quality of the retrieval results. As a result, user queries return fewer results than expected, as they get much lower similarity value than they should. Whereas, keyword-based search would perform better in these situations. To deal with this drawback, this paper proposes to combine the results coming from the proposed ontology-based retrieval model and the result returned by traditional keyword-based model. The combined model is evaluated using both traditional IR measures.
Introduction
The rapid introduction of digital cameras has led to a tremendous growth of digital collections and an increasing need to develop effective systems to help users search for digital images. According to Data et al. [1] , approaches to image retrieval can be divided into three categories: (i) text-based image retrieval (TBIR) which uses textual features only, (ii) content-based image retrieval (CBIR) which utilises visual features, and (iii) composite approaches, which use both textual and visual features. Although content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and composite approaches [1, 2] are used in many applications (i.e. query by example), it is often desirable and practical for the user to retrieve images using textual queries compared to image samples. Traditional text-based image retrieval systems mainly use indexing techniques utilising keywords counts to measure importance. Alternatively, concept-based image retrieval uses different approach by utilising semantic technologies to extract the high level concepts behind the image annotations. Some concept-based image retrieval use an existing knowledge based to map the concepts [3, 4] while others use the relationship between the term occurrences [5, 6, 18] .
Fadzli and Setchi propose a knowledge based image indexing using Semantic DNA (SDNA) [7] . SDNA is considered as a representation of text semantics which are extracted from the image annotations. The set of SDNA extracted are called the semantic chromosome, which are used to index the image. The study reports a better accuracy result (79.4%) produced by the propose method compared to other unsupervised algorithms (73%) in the 2007 Semeval competition. A positive correlation value of 0.5779 is also observed which shows that the quality of the text/annotation does effects the performance of the disambiguation.
This paper further expands the ontology based indexing by combining the concept-based search method using SDNA with the traditional keyword based method. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the search and ranking algorithms with initial experiments comparing the semantic search results with traditional keyword search results. Section 3 describes the combined model and the evaluation protocol and results are discussed and conclude in section 4.
SDNA Based Semantic Search
Traditional keyword-based IR approaches ignore relations between keywords and assess their importance in a text document by examining their occurrence in the document and collection, but disregarding the occurrence of any related keywords. By adapting the LSI method, the proposed approach goes beyond this restriction by analysing the co-occurrence of keywords in documents and collections. Semantically close documents are those with a lot of common words and semantically distant documents are those with less common words. Figure 1 illustrates the process flow in SDNA-based semantic search model. Application of natural language and mathematical processing on the query returns weighted semantic chromosomes that satisfy the query. The semantic chromosomes' weights are correlated with the relevancy of the semantic concepts
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extracted from the image annotations. For example, let q be the query with 3 tokens and q = "soft, gentle, pretty". Going through the mathematical processing, query q produces 41 SDNAs, | ( )| = 41, where three most accurate SDNA are then chosen to populate semantic_chromosomes(q). Figure 2 illustrates the process flow in SDNA-based semantic search model. Table 1 lists the SetSDNA(q) with their weights. Using SDNA disambiguation method, semantic chromosomes of q is selected based on the highest weighted SDNA for each token. Table 2 lists semantic_chromosomes(q) with their senses and related words. The words related to each SDNA in semantic_chromosomes(q) explain the idea or the interest of the user from the given query. Any images that have those words in their annotations will be considered semantically fulfill user's interest, thus will be retrieved. After the query execution returns semantic chromosomes relevance to the query, the searching module's will search for all documents related to the semantic chromosomes. The semantic similarity between the query's chromosomes and document's chromosomes is measured using the cosine angle. The similarity measure between an image d and the query q is computed as: 
Result Analysis
Although the evaluation in Fadzli and Setchi [7] shows that the overall performance of SDNA based model outperform keyword based model, result analysis reveals that the performance of SDNA based model correlates with the implicit information relies within the query and annotation text. If the annotation contains less meaningful information (e.g., there are annotations of name entities or the words used in the annotation are hardly related to each other), the SDNA Disambiguation algorithm performs very poorly, thus affecting the relevancy of semantic chromosomes. This will further affect the performance of similarity measure and retrieval results. Fewer results will be produced with less relevant images. On the other hand, keyword-based search will most likely to produce better results in these situations. To deal with this drawback, the results coming from the proposed ontology based retrieval model and the result returned by traditional keyword based model are combined.
However, the combination of ranking, using data fusion technique should be carefully designed in order to achieve appropriate balance between keyword based and ontology based result.
Data Fusion
Data fusion is defined as techniques for merging the retrieval results of multiple systems [8, 9, 10] . It has been widely used in the current information retrieval research [11, 12, 13, 14] . The fusion techniques for multiple systems problem can be divided into two main sub-techniques [8] : (i) normalisation and (ii) combination.
Normalisation
Normalisation is important in order to make the output comparable across different systems. The scores returned by the different information retrieval systems may not be equivalent. For example, the 10th position in the ranking has a different meaning when 15 results are returned than it would within 1,000 results. Similarly, a score of 0.9 does not have the same meaning in a system ranging in (0, 1) as in one ranging in (0, 100).
The score normalisation used in this proposed approach is based on the standard method explained by [12] :
Combination
The combination problem refers to using the normalised information returned by the different input systems to combine all the results in a unique output list. Shaw and Fox [15] designed some of the most simple, popular and effective combination algorithms to date. They are summarised in Table 3 below. Vogt and Cottrell [16] proposed a variant of CombSUM consisting of the introduction of a weight for each system, according to the importance, quality and reliability of the sources. The combined score is computed as a weighted linear combination, formally:
Where α r is the weight for retrieval system r, s̅ r (x) is the normalised score assigned to x in the ranking returned by r. This approach can also be applied to CombMNZ and CombANZ. For comparative evaluation, six techniques are tested using fotoLIBRA evaluation benchmark, to combine the traditional keyword based similarity score, ksim, with the proposed ontology based similarity score, sim. The six techniques are listed in Table 4 . 
WCombSUM × β
Where sim ̅̅̅̅̅ is the normalised SDNA based score, ksim ̅̅̅̅̅̅ is the normalised keyword based score, β is the number of nonzero similarity values and α ∈ [0,1]. The value of α is determined by the value of sim and ksim. The value of α = 0.7 is used when both sim and ksim have positive values. Else, if ksim returns 0, then α = 1.0, and if sim returns 0, then α = 0.3 which gives less weight to images with no SDNA based score. Figure 2 and Table 5 list and illustrate the comparative experimental result for the six fusion techniques based on Mean R-Precision (MRP) and Mean Average Precision (MAP). 
Evaluation
VisconPro Limited [17] , one of the Wales leading company in image stock hosting called fotoLIBRA, had provided this research with more than 150,000 digital images together with annotations provided by the image owners. The evaluation benchmark comprises of: This section report and discuss the observed results for all 22 queries based using three information retrieval evaluation metrics: (i) Average Precision, (ii) RPrecision and (iii) Precision at 20 (P@20). Table 9 shows that, looking at MAP, the semantic retrieval approach proposed outperforms all other approaches, providing highest AP for 86.4% of the queries. Semantic search manage to produce better results than Boolean search for 95.5% of the queries, better than statistical search for 90.1% of the queries and better than concept search for all of the queries.
The results by P@20 are interesting (see Table 7 ), where there is no clear winner. Although semantic search slightly outperforms all other approaches in term of average P@20, semantic search only score highest P@20 for 31.8% of the queries. However, semantic search manage to provide better result than keyword search for 77.3% of the queries, and better than statistical search and concept search for 72.7% of the queries. Using R-precision metric (see Table 8 ), the proposed semantic approach outperforms all other approach in 45.6% of the queries. Based on this metric, semantic search managed to provide better result than keyword search for 81.8% of the queries. While 13.6% of the queries produce comparable results. Compared to statistical search, the proposed approach performs better in 59.1% of the queries and equal for another 27.3%. While compared to concept search, excels at 31.8% of the queries and equal at 40.1% of the queries. The average precision and recall curve ( Figure 3) clearly shows that the proposed approach outperforms all other approaches with a clear distinction. Worst performance was shown by Boolean search performed by Windows search, while both statistical and concept search performance are close.
Conclusion
The experiments shows that the quality of the semantic chromosomes extracted directly affect the performance of the results. In addition to simple keyword index lookup, the proposed semantic retrieval system processes a query against the lexical ontology, which returns a set of SDNAs. This is considered as a form of query expansion, where the set of SDNAs represent a new set of query terms, which increases the recall values. The rich concept descriptions and related words in the lexical ontology (OntoRo) provide meaningful context to help disambiguation process.
In summary, the proposed approach manage to enhance the SDNA based search results by compromising the concept-based search drawbacks and bringing the traditional keywords into calculations. Higher average precision score of 2.05 is achieved when querying for keywords with less meaningful information, compared to the score of 0.099 using SDNA based approach. Further observation shows that better precision achieved when the image annotation have enough related keywords to help SDNA disambiguation process achieve better performance. For example, images with short annotation tend to produce bad performance in SDNA disambiguation process, thus affecting the indexing and searching performance.
